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Front cover photograph: The Ascension Island earth station during construction; the station opened in April.

January 1985 saw the end of the 405-line VHF transmissions, when the
switch was finally pulled at Crystal Palace. The system served us well
for nearly 50 years (except for the wartime break) but the UHF services
now cover more than 99% of the population and the 405-line audience had
diminished to less than 1000 homes. Unfortunately Band I and Band I11 are
now lost to Broadcasting in the UK.
The licence-fee increase was inadequate to meet all our requirements,
and this has, directly and indirectly, had repercussions for Engineering
that are not the subject of this Report.
In June came the news that our new Radio Centre is going to be at
White City. Norman Foster's concept of cramming a quart of broadcasting
into a pint-sized pot on the Langham site came to nought, but many of the
ideas formulated by the Langham team will find expression at White City.
Also in June came the not unexpected collapse of the UK's DBS plans.
The 21 members of the consortium, in which the BBC had a 50% interest,
could not see the venture providing a viable return on capital over any
reasonable time scale.
The growth of "new technology" cable systems is slower than the
Government anticipated, and in fact the number of viewers served by cable
systems is actually decreasing because many existing cable systems are
being withdrawn by their operators, exposing coverage deficiencies.
Public Service Broadcasting was shown at its best in July when many
parts of the BBC came together at short notice to broadcast the Live Aid
concert. The UK venue was Wembley, but this was a World event and the
satellite circuit schematic looked like a plan for Star Wars.
Pirate broadcasting continues to be a problem particularly with
unauthorised VHF transmitters in London and, more seriously, with Laser
and Caroline deliberately challenging the UK Government by transmitting
(from vessels in the North Sea) at high power on medium frequencies assigned to Radio Essex and Radio Suffolk respectively.
The Government
intends to authorise community stations operating on both VHF and ME' for
an experimental two-year period, and in these circumstances we can expect
the land-based pirates, at least, to be pursued more vigorously.
Looking to the future, High-Definition Television beckons, and is
requiring European broadcasters to make perhaps their most important
decision since the move to 625 lines.

TRANSMISSION AND COMMUNICATIONS

New Services
There has been the usual increase
over the last year in the number
of transmitted services. An extra
98 UHF transmitters (49 stations)
were brought into service between
1 October 1984 and 30 September
1985 as well as 22 VHF and four
MF.
The extra workload has been
taken on with no increase in
staffing levels.

Reorganisation
In the quest for greater efficiency, maintenance staff no longer
specialise in particular types of
equipment
engineers who have
worked exclusively on high power
radio
transmitters
are
being
trained in television and UHF
techniques, for example.
All
engineering staff in the Transmitter Department have attended a
course on microprocessors.

-

Re-engineering the Domestic Radio
Services
The latest MF station to be completed is Moorside Edge, which
includes a "quadruplexer" to combine the output of four 50 kW
transmitters for the Radio 2 service.
This station can now be
operated
automatically
without
staff in permanent attendance.
Work is continuing on reengineering Droitwich.
When this
is completed the Radio 4 LF service with its 500 kW transmitter
and the three high-powered MF
services
will
be
unattended,
monitored from the MIC at Sutton
Coldfield.
The eventual aim is to have
all the MF services unattended,
with occasional visits by maintenance teams, as now happens with
the UHF transmitter network.
External Services
The
"audibility" programme
to
improve the HF transmitters is
Rampisham is being
continuing
equipped with eight 500 kW trans-
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mitters, and five of these should
be in operation by the end of this
year. They will bring much better
reception to listeners in Eastern
Europe.
Skelton now has ten 250 kW
transmitters, four of them removed
from Rampisham.
Work is well
under way on the installation of
three Marconi 300 kW transmitters
at Daventry, together with a new
automatic control system.
Plans are advanced for new
relay stations in Hong Kong and
the Seychelles which will improve
reception for listeners in China
and East Africa.
Each of these
stations will have two 250 kW
transmitters.
The programme feeds to all the
BBC's overseas relay stations are
now carried on satellite links.
The quality of the relayed signals
now approaches that leaving the
studio, giving a big improvement
in reception quality for listeners. Transmitter Department staff
have been trained in satellite
techniques and now look after .
of the earth stations, in Ascension Island and Antigua.
Use of computers
Increasing use is being made
computers to aid management of the
transmitter system.
Information
on service failure and equipment
faults is fed to a central computer for analysis.
This allows a
check to be made of equipment
reliability,
and
identifies
troublesome equipment.
Technical Services
Technical Services Section have
been deeply involved in re-engineering plans for LF, MF, HF, VHF
and UHF stations. Other projects
include: development of HF aerial
measurement using computer control; design and development of HF
reflectometers; development of a
low pass filter for 250 kW HF
transmitters to eliminate harmonic radiation; the specification
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of replacements for PCB (Polychlorinated Byphenyl) capacitors
in all transmitters (the total
cost will be in the order of f lm) ;
and development work on the transmission of a digital television
stereo sound signal.

Television Transmitters
Proposals for modernising the UHF
transmitting stations over the
next 13 years have been drawn up
by TCPD. The first station in the
programme is Sutton Coldfield,
where new 25 kW parallel pulsedklystron transmitters have already
been installed and are scheduled
to be brought into service soon.
The increased efficiency of these
transmitters will result in a
saving of approximately •’20,000
per year in electricity costs.
Similar 15 kW transmitters are
about to be installed at Winter
Hill, with a service date scheduled for the first quarter of next
year.

Transmitter Support Services
Transmitter Group Services and
Site
Acquisition
Section were
amalgamated under Head of EngiTransmitter
Support
neer ing ,
Services on the 1st November 1984.
Support Services provides advice
on budgeting control and procedures as well as being responsible
for site acquisition, site sharing, administration, safety and
estates policy.
Responsibility
for Valve Section and Diesel
Maintenance passed to Head of
Engineering, Transmitter Technical Services.

Two Siemens 20 kW tetrode
transmitters, each built into a
transportable container, have been
purchased for the re-engineering
programme.
The first of these
transmitters has recently been
commissioned at Winter Hill; to
provide a standby facility, it has
been integrated with a 10 kW emergency transmitter previously supplied by Siemens in a similar
container.

The provision of UHF relay
stations down to unserved populations of 200 continues and 33
sites have been acquired in the
last year together with two VHF
radio and four Radio Car base
sites.
Despite inflation, the
cost per UHF viewer has been held
steady by close control of many
factors involved in site acquisition and installation.

Siemens 20 kW UHF containerised transmitter being delivered to Brookmans Park
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Stereo Sound from Crystal Palace
The BBC has produced a provisional
transmitter specification for the
transmission of stereo sound with
television.
The full stereo
signal is digitally modulated on
to a carrier set 6.55 MHz above
vision, at a level of -20 dB
(relative to vision) and with a
bandwidth of + 350 kHz.
The
normal FM mono-sound transmission
is retained to provide compatibility
with
existing
television
receivers but the carrier level is
reduced from -7 dB to -10 dB to
reduce intermodulation effects in
common amplifier transmitters and
transposers.

Following a series of very
encouraging off-air tests, a major
modernisation
scheme has
been
approved to enable experimental
stereo sound broadcasts to be
carried on the BBC-2 service from
Crystal Palace by spring next
year.

Local Radio installations have
been completed at Shrewsbury and
Woofferton for Radio Shropshire,
and at Luton and Bedford for Radio
Bedfordshire; at Brighton a reserve aerial has been provided for
the IBA.
The installations at
Woofferton, Luton, and Bedford
were the first to use a new all
solid-state
transmitter
whose
compactness and economy allows
parallel operation in low-power
local radio for the first time.
VHF
-

The re-engineering of the VHF
transmitters is continuing.
New
transmitters and a new aerial
system were brought into operation
at Peterborough in July 1985, and
Llanddona has now entered service
following the completion of the
NICAM feed from Blaenplywf.
At
Bressay the transmitter installation is about to start with a
target service date of December
1985.
The transmitters at all
these stations are of BBC design.

Radio Transmitters

MF/LF
Aerial re-engineering is complete
at Burghead, and the LF reserve
aerial is being evaluated for
possible repetition at Westerglen.
At Redmoss, the new reserve
aerial for Radio Aberdeen has been
commissioned, enabling work to
proceed on replacing the 6-channel
main aerial.
The directional aerial system
for R2 and R3 at Moorside Edge is
now complete, the old building has
been demolished, and the area is
being re-landscaped.
The final phase of aerial reengineering at Stagshaw was completed at the end of September
with the installation of the new
matching network.
At Droitwich the new R1/R3
main and R2 reserve aerial system
has been commissioned and the new
LF aerial installed.

Three 4 kW transmitters and combining unit at
L landonna

es Further afield, the manuallystarted generator at the Ascension
Island hospital has been replaced
by an automatic-start mains failure set.

Links
Designs Department has produced
remote control equipment for fixed
OB sites so that it is not
necessary to have staff on hand to
check the correct operation of the
masthead equipment.
This remote
control equipment is already in
operation at Manchester , Holme
Moss, and Kirk o'Shotts and is
currently being prepared for installation at Sutton Coldfield and
Wenvoe. A similar system has been
installed between the Swains Lane
OB site and Crystal Palace, so
that the masthead equipment at
Crystal Palace can be controlled
by an operator at Swains Lane.

New 225 m VHF mast at Wenvoe (left) beside
existing 220 m high UHF mast

Installation work
is well
under way at Wenvoe and should be
complete this autumn, but the new
transmitters will not be brought
into service until next year when
all the new aerials have been
installed on the new mast.
At Black Hill construction of
the new transmitter building is
well advanced and the new Band I1
transmitter installation is about
to start.
Transmitter installation is also about to start at
Tacolneston.
Power Systems
Automatic standby plant has been
provided at Blaenplywf in order to
protect
programme
distribution
circuits onwards to Llanddona; at
Bressay, for Radio Shetland; at
Television
Centre, to
replace
ageing plant and increase standby
capacity; and
at
Broadcasting
House, where two 474 kW diesel
generators replace existing plant
and upgrade the maintained servic-

Swains Lane showing five rotating aerials
the top and four further down.
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A new generation of Television
Outside-Broadcast SHF radio links
has recently been introduced into
service in London and the Regions.
The equipment, among the most
advanced in the world, operates in
the 7 G H z band only but it is
expected that similar equipments
will be introduced over the next
few years for other frequency
bands available to television OBs.
Radio-link equipment for the
transmission of a high quality
stereo sound programme channel has
also entered service, both for OB
use and for permanent programme
feeds to Local Radio VHF transmitting stations.
The equipment,
which operates in the 1.5 G H z band
and employs digital techniques, is
used in conjunction with the BBC
2-channel 676 kbit/s NICAM system.

Telex Message Switching System
(-1
Introduction of the first phase of
the
Message
Switching System,
which has been delayed by software
problems, should now be operational by October/November. While
these problems were being investigated by SCPD and the manufacturers,
Communications
Department
took the opportunity to improve
the method by which MSS connects
to the Public Telex Network, and
software has been developed to
enable a BBC Micro to function as
an MSS terminal.
Regional Data Network
The Regional Data Network has been
extended to enable remote terminals in all the regional premises
to be connected to mainframe
computers in Sulgrave House or to
other London-based systems.
This
network also enables MSS connections to these premises to be
increased in speed to solve congestion problems.

Glasgow, Cardiff, Birmingham,
Manchester, Leeds, Bristol, Edinburgh and Belfast are now operational and Newcastle will be added
to this network in conjunction
with the move into the new premises.
Data Over Voice
A system for simultaneously using
telephone extension wiring for
voice and data has been explored
and is currently being introduced.
This development reduces both the
cost and time taken to provide
data circuits over short distances
and completes the link between
individual offices and the main
Data Network.

7GHz radio-link equipment for television OBs.

External
Broadcasting
Satellite
Distribution
The programme feeds to Antigua and
Ascension Island were successfully
commissioned in time for Christmas
on Antigua, and Easter for Ascension Island. The programme feeds

from Bush House are fed to the
earth station at Madley via NICAM
equipment and are uplinked to the
Intelsat Atlantic Ocean satellite
by British Telecom.
The earth
stations on Antigua and Ascension
Island are owned and operated by
the BBC and were installed by
Marconi under a contract placed by
Communications Department.
Opt-Outs on BBC-2
Communications Department led a
project which has enabled opt-outs
to be done on BBC-2.
Previously
this was not possible because the
network was not routed via the
"island sites".
A considerable
amount of re-routing was done by
British Telecom, and SCPD and
Transmitter Group carried out the
necessary changes in studios and
transmitters.
Circuits from Rlstree and Nottingham
Additional links have been organised to bring Elstree into Television Centre, and also to allow
Waltham to opt-out of the network
for the transmission of East Midlands programmes originated by
Nottingham studios.
Eurovision Satellite Links
The EBU have leased transponders
on the ECS satellite, with a view
to replacing most if not all
terrestrial
Eurovision
links.
Associated earth stations are now
operational in a number of countries, but negotiations with BT
for the UK station at Madley have
been difficult and so far uncompleted.
It appears now that a
contract may be finalised quite
soon on terms acceptable to us, if
not ideal.
BT Tariffs
Protracted negotiations for a new
agreement on circuit tariffs have
nearly
reached a conclusion:
interim arrangements have operated
since the beginning of the year.
BT's
more outrageous proposals
have been pushed down towards more
acceptable levels, for continua-

tion of existing circuits at
least, and it is hoped that an
agreement is in sight.
Only
vision circuits have been considered so far, and sound circuits
remain to be negotiated
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

VHP WARC
Three World Administrative Radio
Conferences have commanded attention
during
the
past
twelve
months.
The VHF WARC took place
in November 1984 and came out
generally satisfactorily from our
point of view.
Our preparatory
discussions with some other countries proved very valuable and at
the Conference itself we obtained
virtually all th. frequency
assignments needed for national
and
local
radio
development
plans.
Early implementation of
some of the new assignments is not
proving
easy
however,
being
confused to some extent by the
Government's
proposals
for
Community Radio.
Satellite Orbit WARC
The WARC concerned with planning
the geostationary satellite orbit
this was a
has just finished
First Session to establish planning principles, with a final
session to be held in 1988. Among
our concerns was the integration
of European and American satellite feeder links for 12 GHz DBS
sevices, and this has been satisfactorily settled.
Also of interest was provision of a band
somewhere between 0.5 and 2.0 GHz
for satellite radio broadcasting:
the Conference could not identify
a band which could be universally
allocated for this purpose, but
the search will continue.

-

A third point of interest was
provision of a DBS band around 22
GHz in Europe for future high
definition television: this band
is at present allocated to satellite broadcasting only in the nonEuropean Regions 2 and 3, and
there was
agreement that the

whether it will
meet BBC needs.

question of a band for Europe,
preferably the same as that for
Regions 2 and 3, be placed on the
agenda of the Second Session of
the Conference in 1988. In the UK
the 22 GHz band is assigned to
Mercury Communications, for terrestrial fixed links, with a
similar situation in France, so
there will be difficulties ahead.

satisfactorily

Technical M t t t e e
The annual meeting of the EBU
Technical Committee in April was
notable for lively debate on
future HDTV standards. The Americans and Japanese were pressing
hard for adoption of a 60 Hz field
rate standard, but European countries were naturally hesitant to
accept this in a 50 Hz environment.
Subsequently much investigation is being undertaken, by the
BBC and others, into the feasibility of near-perfect 60/50
Hz
standards conversion and other
related matters.
EBI]

HF Broadcasting WARC
The second session of the WARC on
HF Broadcasting will take place in
1987 and much preparatory work is
under way.
There are some doubts
as to whether the International
Frequency Registration Board's new
computer-based
planning
system
will be developed in good time and

Diesel-generator sets installed at Broadcasting House
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TELEVISION
these projects are given below.

Over the year, a large programme
of work has been achieved.
At
Television Centre several areas
have been refurbished including
Studio 3, Presentation Studio B,
News Studios N1, N2 and N3, and
Film Dubbing Theatre X, and additional electronic graphics facilities have been provided for News;
Glasgow Studio C has been refurbished and the refurbishment of
Studio
A,
Scotland's
main
television studio, will soon be
complete; the Gabalfa dubbing
theatres in Cardiff are now in
service; new VT edit suites have
been provided in London, Birmingham, and Glasgow; a number of
Slide-Files (stills stores) have
been provided for London and the
Regions, and a Quantel 7001 Paintbox for Birmingham; the Betacam
(combined camera-recorder) trials
are progressing; all the firstgeneration mobile VTRs have now
been replaced at Acton; and there
have been further PSC provisions
(four cameras and sixteen edit
suites). Some details of a few of

Television Centre
Studio 3 was brought back into
service in May, .after total refurbishment.
This studio has the
most powerful vision mixing capacity at the Centre, being able to
have 28 sources on-air simultaneously.
Many innovative technical
features have been incorporated
into the studio, some requiring
in-house design and construction
since no
outside manufacturer
could supply to the BBC's specification. For example, there was no
suitable
commercial
equipment
available for
the Engineering
Manual Exchange (EMX), nor was any
company prepared. to undertake the
necessary development and manufacture.
SCPD engineers have
therefore designed, built, and
installed a new EMX, controlled by
a 280 microprocessor. Once proven
operationally the new EMX will
become the standard for new television studios.

Studio 3 control mom desk.
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Work on the foundations for Stage 5, Television Centre.

News Studio N1 returned to
service in February - all three
news studios have now been completely re-equipped along with
their Vision Apparatus Room.
It
proved very difficult to rebuild
this area while 'live' programmes
were being broadcast five times a
day every day, but no programmes
were interrupted.
A temporary
graphics area has been provided
for the Nine O'Clock News.
The new Television News video
tape area came into operation in
August.
The new area has been
constructed in what was the old
News telecine area on the fourth
floor of the Spur. The new area
comprises fourteen VT cubicles
plus two transmission suites and
an apparatus area. Two of the
cubicles are equipped with a pair

of one-inch C format machines,
eight with three-quarter inch VCRs
and four remain unequipped to
allow for future expansion. Each
Tx room contains four U-matic H
VCRs, and a 32 x 16 Probe1 matrix
is used to route these machines
and 28 of the cubicle machines to
the three News studios.
Planning work has now started
for the Stage 5 (Phase 1) technical facilities, which will be
accommodated on five floors as
follows:Floor 1 - Telecine, Transmission
suites and Recording Bank
General Purpose VT
Floor 2
cubicles
Floor 3 & 4
VT edit suites
Floor 5
Digital developments
and film recording

-

-

-

Elstree
At Elstree, Studio C has been
brought into service following
major renovation, including redesign of the control galleries
and vision and sound systems;
Studio D is being used as a large
training studio; and what was the
Band Room has been converted into
a small training studio (Studio E)
through the transfer of technical
equipment from Woodstock Grove and
the addition of a rolling-barrel
lighting grid.
Doreday Project

The editorial team is based at
Bilton House in Ealing where a VAX
11/780 computer has been installed
to store the vast amount of statistical data to be transferred
to video disc.
The system has
over 1300 Mbytes of disc storage
and 24 terminals, the latter
comprising BBC Model B computers
with their own 800 Kbyte dual
floppy disc drives.
Video
disc
pre-mastering
facilities have been provided at

Commissioning Transnission Room 2, News VTR area

the Open University Production
Centre at Milton Keynes - this
operation involves the transfer of
over 100,000 35 mm slides to
single frames on video tape, and
the transfer of Ordnance Survey
maps to another 20,000 frames.
CNcRs for the National Regions

Work has commenced on a series of
five CMCRs for use in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland. These
are rigid vehicles with the maximum legal dimensions of 11 m x 2 - 5
m and approximately 3.5 m high.
The vehicle design caters for up
to six cameras which may be either
Link 130s or Link/NEC 100s (lightweight) in any combination to suit
the needs of the programme.
The
sound desk has 36 channels and
four stereo groups.
The production area houses a monitor stack
with three colour and 18 monothe mixer is a
chrome monitors
Grass Valley, 1600.
The first
Type 6 will go into service in the
Winter of 1986/87 with the other
four vehicles following at sixmonthly intervals.

-

RADIO
put into the re-development of the
London Control Room, and the software controlled source selection
system has been completed and is
being brought into service.

London
Radio 1 has been provided with a
purpose designed home of its own
in the form of a newly created
complex of Transmission Continuity
Studios, Control
Cubicles
and
Programme Presentation Suite in
Egton House, which also houses the
Radio 1 production offices.
The
suites are equipped with BBC
designed Maxicon equipment which,
following installation by SCPD,
was modified by Radio Engineering
to provide the various extra
facilities
which
have
become
needed by Radio 1 since the equipment was originally designed in
the 1970s.
These continuities
were the first to be equipped from
the
outset
with
compact-disc
replay equipment and
the now
standard fibre-optic link to the
BH
solid-state,
computer-controlled routing system, which is
also now in full operation.

Other refurbished facilities
brought into service in London
include Studios B10, B6, 4A, 4B
and Maida Vale 2, and the present
round of modernisation in BH is
now coming to an end as planned.
The fact that Radio is now to be
rehoused in White City rather
than on the other side of Portland
Place will not affect the essential timescale and it is not
expected that any major work will
need to be done in BH after the
next financial year.
Rnglisb Regions
Manchester's Studio 3 drama studio
has been re-equipped with a multitrack capable control desk, 24track noise reduction unit and
Otari tape machine, as well as

Considerable effort has been

Radio 1 Continuity at Egton House.
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Taking the wraps off the SSL desk installed in the
SC5 stereo control vehicle.

comprehensive
digital
effects
equipment.
It came back into
service in February. Birmingham's
Studio 3 drama studio has been
similarly equipped and returned to
service in September.
In Bristol
St. George's Church has
been
provided with a new,
properly
equipped, control cubicle.
Stereo control vehicles, (SCVS
and SCVG), have been brought into
operation for Manchester and Birmingham.
These vehicles are used
for a variety of programme requirements from the most complex
multi-track recordings with up to
70 sound sources to a simple quiz
programme with only 3 or 4 sources.
They are of a new design
aimed at providing all the necessary facilities in a vehicle of
minimum height and maximum manoeuvrability.
To meet
these
requirements
an
articulated
trailer chassis has been used
which offers the bonus that the
prime mover can be independently
removed
for mechanical maintenance. The completion of the new
units brings the number of stereo
control vehicles in this category
up to six, and they provide very
flexible facilities based on much
of the latest technology available

Glasgow's Victorian elegance being restored as part
of the new Music Centre for the Scottish Symphony
Orchestra.

in the audio industry, as well as
excellent acoustic environments.

National Regions
Work has been under way since
November
1984 to upgrade and
refurbish Studio 1 and the original Glasgow BH building as a selfcontained Music Centre for the
Scottish Symphony Orchestra.
The
studio (using temporary equipment)
and ancillary areas returned to
service in August - the new cubicle will be operational by November.
A joint SCPD/ACED and regional partnership has successfully undertaken the necessary
work.
In Cardiff News Intake area W6
and Recording Channel W7 have been
replaced by new Studios 7 and 8.
Studio 7 is used for the hourly
news bulletins for Radio Wales in
addition to its normal use as the
news intake channel. Studio 8 is
used for the preparation of presentation trails and general compilation.

As a result of damage caused
by a bomb to Radio Foyle's Community Radio Station in Northern
Ireland a new complex has been
built in Londonderry on a landscaped plot. A Type B Local Radio
station has been installed with
two cubicles serving one studio.

Digital A u d i o
The past year has seen the coming
of age of digital audio, with the
compact disc now firmly established in the consumer market and
making an increasing contribution
to Radio Programming; and Digital
Recording, albeit still labelled
' experimental ' has become a routine operation.
Further development on this latter front must
await suitable professional equipment and standards but the wait
for
DCV-1, the Radio OB vehicle
equipped with the Neve Digital
Signal
Processor,
was
finally

-

brought to an end this September
currently it is undergoing tests
by Radio OBs.
The Digital Signal Processor
(desk) is installed in an OB vehicle to allow the system to perform
in the widest possible spectrum of
programme conditions.
It offers
the operator a degree of flexibility previously unobtainable. Complete desk setups can be stored on
floppy disc allowing the operator
to recall and reset everything
from input patching to loudspeaker
monitoring in less than 15 seconds.
Live Aid
On the operational front, the
highlight of the year was surely
concert seems
the Live Aid event
an understatement!
The elaborate
world wide technical arrangements
have been well documented elsewhere, and it suffices to say here
that two SCVs and the Multitrack
Recording vehicle were stretched
as well as most of
to the full
Radio OBIS cable!
in providing
the stereo sound feed for Radio 1,
television, and the world.

-

-

-

w t e r s
In the computer field, the major
event was the bringing on-line of
RAMIS.
the Radio Finance system
This is an on-line system with
some 25 terminals and replaces the
earlier batch systems with considerable operational savings.

-

Other developments handled by
Radio Computer Services have included the final phase of ORPHEUS
(the Radio 3 Music Planning Systhe
Minicomputer
system
tem) ,
covering issues and returns for
the Gramophone Library, and over
40 smaller systems based on microcomputers or word processors for
various departments across Radio.

Radio OB vehicle DCV- 1.

Finally, mention must be made
of the 'Syncwriter', a computer
aid to electronic music composition based on a programmed BBC
Microcomputer enhanced with spe-

cia1 purpose hardware. The device
was completely created by staff in
the Radiophonic Workshop and Radio
Engineering, and it now seems
likely that it will be taken up by
a commercial concern.

Local Radio
The refurbishment of the first 20
Local Radio stations continues:
Radio Bristol began broadcasting
in stereo at the end of November
last year from new studios below
the first Local Radio/Regional TV
linked newsroom which was opened a
few months earlier. Radio Humberside began broadcasting in stereo
during May of this year with limited facilities - it is expected
that the project will be completed
by January 1986.
Work continues
to relocate Radio Newcastle at the
new Fenham Barracks site and Radio
Kent at the Sun Pier site in
Chatham.
Planning work is well
under way for the relocation of
Radio Lancashire. At Derby, where
additional accommodation adjacent
to the existing premises have been
acquired, the conversion to Mark
I11 stereo will begin next year.
Planning work has also begun for
the relocation and conversion to
stereo of Radios Oxford and Solent.
Two new Local Radio stations,
Shropshire and Bedfordshire, have
been opened during the past year,
bringing the total number of BBC
Local Radio Stations to 31 (including Radios Guernsey and JerRadio Shropshire has a
sey
studio centre at Shrewsbury and a
3-man
out-station
at
Telford;
Radio Bedfordshire's studio centre
is at Luton and a 3-man out-station is planned for Bedford. The
next new Local Radio station to be
completed will be Radio Essex
the building work for the Studio
Headquarters at Chelmsford is in
its final stages and the technical
installation well advanced.

has been equipped with an Audix
12-channel desk similar to that
installed last year in Studio 3D.
Associated with both these studios
is the Pilkington Remote Start
System which enables both reel-toreel and cartridge machines on all
Local Radio stations to be remotely started from either studio. A
Pilkington sender has also been
installed in the Bridge Street
Studio for sending parliamentary
tapes directly to stations.
A
Pilkington sender modified by SCPD
for mobile use was completed in
time for this year's conference
season and was successfully used
for the first time at the TUC
Conference in Blackpool.
During
the conference over 100 tapes were
sent direct from Blackpool to
Local Radio stations using the
Local Radio distribution system.
All these tapes were recorded
directly on to cartridges, the
cartridge machines having been
remotely started from the conference centre at Blackpool.
Following
a
considerable
amount of planning work, a detailed engineering specification
has been written for a Local Radio
Mark IV desk which will replace
the highly successful BBC Mark I11
desk of which over 50 have been
built by Equipment Department and
more are on order.

.

-

A dedicated studio for Local
Radio
Programe
Services
was
opened in March: Studio L1 in BH

Testing the Mark 111 desk at Radio Shropshire.

The BBC is Host Broadcaster and
holder of the worldwide broadcasting rights for the XIIIth Commonwealth Games being held in Edinburgh next year, from 24 July to 2
August.

Building work is well advanced on
the Fenham site of the BBC's first
purpose-built centre for regional
television and local radio
a
project led by ACED. The building
is due for completion and start of
technical installation in November
1985.

-

The Games were last held in
Britain in 1970 when Edinburgh was
the host city for the first time.
Then viewers in Commonwealth countries only saw a small proportion
of the events taken from BBC
domestic coverage.
This time,
thanks to the use of satellite
links, hand-held cameras and other
engineering
developments,
the
scale will be completely different.
Australia and New Zealand,
for example, will each view 100
hours live during the 10 days of
the Games.

The
facilities for
Radio
Newcastle will be based on the
Mark I11 square format specification, with a Studio 2 (the larger
studio) of approximately 50 square
metres. Local radio will occupy a
single storey wing of the building, separated from the television areas by a joint reception
area. Shared facilities include a
news intake area serving both
newsrooms and a first floor restaurant and BBC Club.
Radio
Newcastle is due to start broadcasting from the Fenham studios in
May 1986.

As Host Broadcaster the BBC
will be providing live television
coverage from ten sporting venues
and feeding it back to a Broadcast
Centre
purpose-built
for
the
event.
Client broadcasters from
most of the Commonwealth countries
will be attending the Games and
making use of the facilities
provided in the form of commentary
positions etc.
at venues and
programme packaging suites at the
Broadcast Centre.
Major clients
from Australia, Canada and New

Television facilities will be
based on an 'all-electronic' concept,
with
ENG/PSC
techniques
replacing
film
processing
and
editing.
Studio A (210 square
metres) will be equipped with
three full-facility cameras, but
with the option of augmenting them
with two lightweight cameras from
Studio B (40 square metres)

.

Local Radio transmitting and receiving aerials will be mounted on this 8.4m tower on top of the new Regional
Broadcasting Centre in Newcastle.
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Zealand will have exclusive studio
suites at the Broadcast Centre for
both radio and television. Other
clients will share the use of
radio studio facilities, television ( B W ) edit suites and a
bookable television studio suite.
Additionally the Host Broadcaster
will be using this suite for
producing a daily 60-minute package of highlights.
This will be
transmitted by satellite to the
Far East, Africa and the Caribbean and by airfreight to other
destinations.
BBC Television will have its
own presentation complex and three
BBC Radio suites will serve national
radio,
regional/local
radio and the World Service.
Such a large project is bound
to be expensive. If, for example
the entire exercise were to be
carried out by hired-in facilities
the costs would be prohibitive. A
significant proportion of the cost
is being recovered from the client
broadcasters but a large saving is
being achieved by careful planning
of OB resources.
Although the
normal full programme of sports
OBs will be going on through the
summer we are hoping by careful
scheduling to avoid much hiring of
outside staff or facilities. For
the same reason we are fitting out
the Broadcast Centre mostly with
equipment which is being purchased in advance for other pro-

jects, such as the new
mobile control rooms.

Type 6

The Broadcast Centre is being
designed and built by SCPD into an
existing BT telephone exchange in
Edinburgh.
A new single-storey
building, built
alongside the
existing
structure,
has
been
partitioned to house 10 radio
studios plus administrative offices, catering and bar.
Television
suites are being built into vacant
areas of the telephone exchange
clients at first floor level and
BBC domestic on the ground floor.
The Central Technical Area has
been formed and is now being
fitted out.

-

Not all the equipment is being
provided by the BBC. CBC (Canada)
are largely equipping their television
studios which will be
operating on 525/60 NTSC
SCPD
being responsible for partitioning,
air
conditioning,
power
supplies, circuit feeds and 625line monitors.
TVNZ (New Zealand) are providing a small proportion of their equipment.
The
ABC (Australia) and Host Broadcaster
television
suites
are
being
completely
equipped
by
SCPD .

-

A Broadcasters' Handbook for
the Games is being prepared as a
joint operation by Engineering
Publicity,
EID
and
Technical
Publications, ETD.

COMMONWEALTH GAMES
SCOTLAND 1986
JULY 24th -AUGUST2nd

EQUIPMENT
Over the year Equipment Department
has continued to supply components, and to manufacture and
supply vital operational equipment
such as audio amplifiers, video
amplifiers,
coders,
decoders,
I11
control
Local
Radio
Mark
desks, etc.
The Department also
provides an installation service
and
makes
available
transport
facilities to a wide range of
users.

Cable Standardisation
Standards Section have been involved in developing new types of
cable to reduce costs and give
improved operational facilities.

*

*

The development of an
augmented triaxial cable (i.e.
integrated power) with
connectors and interfaces,
which will reduce overall
costs and is likely to become
a standard cable in the
broadcast industry.
The development of a multi
microphone cable, mainly for
Local Radio OB use, with the
potential to reduce on-site
time
A modern version of the Mark
IV cable for OB communications
use, compatible with installed
facilities in stadia.

.

Workshop Developlent8

These developments include:

*

The standardisation of
triaxial camera cable,
resulting in a 25% cost
reduction on a short lifetime
item.

New, boltless storage for Equipment Department

Among
vehicle
developments
in
Workshops are locker doors for
Television OB vehicles which, when
open, fold back flat to the vehicle body giving maximum access to
the locker with minimum protru-

sion from the vehicle; a compact
console to carry a radio microphone control unit; miniature XLR
mic sockets; and the controls to
operate a telescopic aerial on a
floor mounted, ABS vacuum-f ormed ,
console
installed
between
the
front seats of an Austin Montego.

Stores
Central
Stores
completed
its
modernisation programme this year.
It has an efficient, computerbased stock control system, and
new boltless storage equipment
provides a wide range of bin and
shelf sizes allowing more flexible
storage assemblage.
Located on an adjacent site is
a large cable Store which contains
high density storage facilities on
three levels, fully utilising the
cubic capacity available.
The
building has electrically-operated
doors at each end, capable of
allowing pantechnicon vehicles to
enter when necessary.
The introduction of the Post
Office Datapost service for all
telephoned urgent
requests for
deliveries outside London,
has
meant
guaranteed
next-day
delivery.
This, together with the

Engineering Components Catalogue
and the Department's personalised
packaging, has provided a greater
awareness of Central Stores generally.
The benefits of a computerised control system are numerous
and are still being realised to
date, but established routines are
now in use throughout, providing
an efficient and effective stock
control system.
The
Engineering
Components
Catalogue is now an established
sales document and has the considerable benefit of offering fixed
prices for all components and
materials for the six-month period
of the catalogue.
In general
prices are significantly lower
than comparable items in outsidesuppliers' catalogues, and this
price advantage is a direct result
of annual bulk purchase agreements
negotiated by .Equipment DepartThese
ment ' s Purchase Unit,
agreements continue to be much
sought after by approved companies
and they provide the BBC with
continuity of supply and implicit
guaranteed quality at very competitive prices.

DESIGNS
Television
The design and manufacture of the
solid state generator for the BBCl
Rotating World was given a high
profile by the successful national
launch, and further work in liaison with computer Graphics Workshop is under way.
Work has been completed on a
specialised mixer to provide electronic facilities in the Film
Post-Production Area and, by using
the hardware and software developed for the Video Effects Workshop, Effects Desks have been
assembled and manufactured for
studios.
Solid-state BBC- 1 symbol generator.

The development of a Digital
Mixer for use with caption and
stills sources has started in
earnest; meanwhile the field trial
in Television News of a basicfacilities prototype is proving
successful.
The EBU Remote Control interface has been implemented in apparatus designed to enable studios
to have executive command of a
centralised installation of video
tape recorders. The system was

used to test manufacturers' application of the interface in recorders at the IRT Munich.
CINETRACE, a system for Cinemascope
film
preparation
and
transmission is nearing completion; the prototype has been
extensively used and pre-production manufacture is to follow
soon, for use with existing Cintel Telecines.

Film Post Production Area: general view of control position.

The Digital PAL Decoder design

was completed and is to be manufactured under licence following
interest generated at the Montreux
Convention. The benefit of decoding free of PAL "footprints" has
been seen in graphics and stills
of programme transmission, and
manufacture for BBC use is under
way.
There has been further progress on system aspects of digital
television.
The parallel interface has CCIR approval, and the
serial multiplex standard agreed
by the EBU is also shortly to be
submitted for international recognition. Key building blocks, such
as a routing matrix, regenerator,
and monitoring DAC for parallel
signals have been designed.
The application of digital
techniques is now almost universal
not only for digital signals, but
for control purposes, to provide
new programme facilities, and to
enhance the performance and capabilities of day-to-day equipment
such as timing meters and test
signal generators.
In this way
the
houndaries
between
design
specialisations are disappearing
at an accelerating rate.
Extensive support is being
given to the Domesday Project by
assisting the development of an
advanced interactive video system
based on the BBC Microcomputer
linked to a commercial video disk
player.
This system is due to be
launched in late 1986.

solutions in almost every area of
work.
The News Reporter's selfoperate desk is to be furnished
with line-identifying messages and
test signals, and the equipment to
generate digitally, record and
replay these signals has been
completed.
The Tone Sequence
Source, for receiver tests via VHF
transmissions, uses microprocessor
pre-programming for the digitallyoriginated test signals.
The
equipment has been supplied for
service.
Software determined characteristics are the basis for the completed stereo PPM amplifier now in
service in pre-production numbers.
The technique has been adopted in
two further projects.
A Compressor has been designed for carrier
control on Radio 2 transmitters
which will lead to economies
through
signal
companding
and
resultant power saving.
Work is
at an early stage on a limiter for
inclusion in the digital audio
signal path between the studio and
NICAM distribution.
The
equipment
to
convert
between the digital standards of
studio and transmission has been
supplied on an experimental basis
to Radio OBs for contribution use
in the Digital Control Vehicle.

Following experimental transmissions of Conditional Access
Teletext, plans are in hand to
mount demonstrations of a system
to potential customers and to
prepare specifications for the
operation of such a system to
commercially exploit parts of the
vertical interval of the broadcast
signals.

Radio
The increasing expertise in digital design has generated digital

Microprocessor-controlled PPM amplifier mounted
on the rear of a stereo meter.

The processing rack uses modules
which provide monitoring, microprocessor real-time signal operations, and interfaces for parallel, serial and analogue signals.
This parallel infra-structure is
also a contribution to a plan for
an
internationally
standardised
parallel interface to follow on
from the finalisation of
the
AES/EBU serial signal.
Logic array seen against equivalent conventional
circuitry.

A gate array has been designed
to take the place of a large part
of the digital processing in the
NICAM digital audio coder and
decoder.
This was the first successful design of a gate array in
the BBC and has demonstrated the
economic viability of this tech-

nique for numbers or units above
100.
By replacing large numbers
of integrated circuit packages it
has been possible to reduce the
size
of
the
equipment
very
substantially.
Its first use is
in the new two-channel sound-insyncs.

AM transmitter power saving: subjective tests in progress to compare the performance of dynamic and static
control. The inset shows the modulation envelopes (a) for conventional operation and (b) for a particular case
of dynamic output control giving a fixed maximum peak power.

RESEARCH
Television
Direct Broadcastina bv Satellite
In recognition of the difficulties
of distributing DBS C-MAC down
cables, the EBU has sought to find
a compatible subset of MAC systems
suitable for vestigial sideband AM
distribution by cable and simple
conversion at the DBS cable-head.
Largely due to concerted efforts
on the part of Research Department, the IBA, and Mullard, a set
of standards has been agreed - C,
D, and D2-MAC/packet
having
maximum commonality of hardware in
the DBS receiver and minimising
the necessary changes to the
existing C-MAC specifications.

-

D2-MAC has a total base-bandwidth of only about 5 MHz and is
therefore compatible with existing
European VHF cable systems with
only 7 MHz channel spacing, albeit
with no greater picture resolution
than PAL and only half the digital
sound/data capacity of C-MAC. DMAC is a direct cable equivalent
of C-MAC favoured for new cable
systems in the UK and not losing
any capacity; it requires a channel at least 10.5 MHz wide.
Research into flat-plate DBS
receiving antennas has proceeded
with the construction of two different designs of array of about
half the size finally required:
one of these uses potentially very

bA snall prototype circular-linear polarisation
convener under tat

cheap materials and construction.
Since both arrays are linearly
polarised, Research Department has
been investigating the design of
polarising screens to convert to
the circular polarisation used by
DBS

.

Two-channel Sound with Terrestrial Television
The feasibility of the digital
method has been further confirmed
by laboratory tests on both PAL
and SECAM receivers which show
that there is no problem with
adjacent channel or co-channel
interference.
A specification has now been
drafted for the two-channel terrestrial system which draws heavily on the results of tests carried out from the Wenvoe and
Crystal Palace transmitters, and
associated laboratory investigations.
The specification maximises the opportunity for commonality in DBS/terrestrial receiver
circuits (assuming that the sound
coding system to be employed for
UK DBS will be in accordance with
the EBU's C-MAC specification) and
allows for the addition of further
features such as the use of one or
both channels for the transmission
of data.

Stereo sound with television
was a major BBC exhibit at the
International Broadcasting Convention held in September 1984 at
Brighton. The demonstration simulated considerable interest and
several enquiries were received
from other countries, including
Hong Kong where, in the spring of
1985, Research
Department and
Transmitter Department assisted in
compatibility
and
ruggedness
tests.
High Definition Television
Work on high definition television
(HDTV) has increased substantially
over the last two years, largely
as a result of the CCIR wishing. to
specify a world-wide production
standard during its present study

period.
(For this to be achieved
all major parameters will have to
be agreed by the end of this
year).
Research Department has
produced many papers and demonstrations for the EBU Specialist
Group VI/HDTV, and all the results
have been passed to the CCIR. The
main contender for a single system
is one based on a 60 Hz field
frequency but its acceptance for
use
in the 50-field European
environment presents some difficulties.
In addition to origination
standards, thought is being given
to ways in which HDTV signals
might be transmitted to the home
over a transmission ch-annel of 88.5 MHz. Two promising techniques
have been identified, both of
which rely on additional signal
processing
in
the
receiver.
Demonstrations have already taken
place and a programme of work in
this area is continuing.
Film Dirt and Unsteadiness
Two lines of approach are being

followed in devising techniques to
reduce the visibility of dirt.
One uses infra-red light (colour
film emulsions are transparent to
infra-red) and the other uses an
all-electronic method to identify
a typical dirt signature.
The
first technique is specific to a
solid-state line array telecine
while the second can be used on
any telecine.
Equipment using
these techniques has been delivered to Television Centre for a
field trial, and the initial
response from operational staff
has been encouraging.
Work has continued on possible
techniques for detecting and correcting film unsteadiness.
One
promising method has been selected
and equipment is now being built.
Studio Stills Stores
These systems, manufactured and
marketed by Rank Cintel as the
"Digital Slide File", have been
further developed so that versions
are now available with a capacity
of 160 pictures, and as larger-

This camera has been modified to operate over a wide range of field rates for HDTV investigations.

capacity hard-disc storage units
become available, so the capacity
of the Slide file will continue to
increase. A number of Slide Files
are now being operated in studios
using special BBC-designed control
panels which are switchable so
that they can also operate a
studio slide scanner.
New software has been developed for Slide Files to enable
them to provide a greater range of
facilities.
A system has been
prototyped to enable a Slide File
equipped with a special control
panel to shrink pictures and reposition them within the televiA method of
sion picture area.
cropping the picture size is also
provided.
Software has also been written
to allow the stored pictures to be
manipulated in a similar way to
artwork, notably to provide 'cutand-paste* and
'colour-retouch*
cameras, problems of colour matchfacilities. The manual control is
by means of a graphics tablet as
used
in the Flair electronic
graphics equipment (developed at
Research Department and manufacA preliminary
tured by Logica)
version of the software has been
delivered
to
the
Manchester
network production centre, where
they have a Flair and a Slide
File.

.

Digital Video Tape Recording
Significant progress has been made
in defining a standard for studio
digital video tape recorders.
A
series of meetings involving the
major recorder manufacturers and
EBU and SMPTE groups have led to
agreement on the mechanical format
this will use 19.1 mm ( 3 / 4
inch) wide magnetic tape and be
capable of recording up to 90
minutes in duration on a large
cassette.
It is expected that a
final specification can be recommended at the forthcoming CCIR
session of meetings taking place
in October/November 1985.

Line-array Telecine
Work has continued on establishing
the feasibility of a
further
generation of line-array telecine, using more sophisticated
sensors and all-digital processing
to provide facilities such as
colour correction on still frame
and
full
Cinemascope panning.
Many of the component circuit
items have been designed in outline and the control system for
such a complex machine has been
considered in some detail.
Comparative Measurement of Colour
Camera Colorimetry
Engineers in the Television Service work closely with the Specialist Departments on many projects,
and much of their work is therefore mentioned elsewhere in this
Report.
One interesting development not covered concerns measuring the performance of colour
cameras, as described below.
Despite improvements in the
performance of colour television
ing between cameras remain.
The
classic method of measuring the
"colour performance" of a camera
is through the use of a scanning
monochromator but this is expensive, and an alternative, more
economical process is being explored by Technical Investigations
Section.
The heart of the new system is
a Veril BL200 interference filter
manufactured by Schott, mounted
vertically in front of a light
box containing a diffuser and a

-

Equipment for the measurement of colour camera
colorimetry.

single 50 W 12 V quartz halogen
lamp. Sampled measurement signals
from the camera are converted to
8-bit digital form and passed to a
BBC microcomputer for processing,
display, and subsequent storage.
The apparatus is still experimental but it has proved to be an
invaluable aid in tracing differences between the analysis curves
of
cameras, a
superimposition
facility being particularly useful
in this work.
Radio

VHF Radio Data
Some problems of interference to
Radio 3 reception were largely
cured by lowering the injection
level of the signal to give a
deviation of + 1 kHz with Radio 3
transmitters.
This is the lowest
level allowed for in the EBU
Radio-Data System specification,
but subject to further coverage
trials it is believed that it will
still permit reliable operation of
the system.

-

Further field trials in Germany have given the system a clean
bill of health apart from minor
compatibility problems with some
of the ARI traffic information
receivers used there.
Power Saving in AM Sound Transmitters
Over-air

tests using the 5 kW
Radio Bristol transmitter indicated that power savings of at least
15% can be made (by reducing r f
output power at high programme
levels) without perceptible impairment of the received signal.
Further laboratory tests are in
progress to determine whether it
is better to use a companding
technique rather than a straight
reduction of transmitter power to
achieve a given saving.

..

Acoustic Isolation of Studios
To aid tests on anti-vibration
mounts (AVMs) a special rig has
been built in the basement of the

Langham, where the local underground trains provide the necessary source of vibration!
The test rig consists of a
3.6m x 5.9m x 12510x11concrete slab
that can be raised or lowered by
means of hydraulic jacks.
Thus
different AVMs can be mounted
under the test slab to allow their
performance
to
be
assessed.
Several different types of AVM,
ranging from airbags and helical
steel
springs
to
compression
rubber mounts, have been measured
in many different configurations.
The results indicate that given a
correctly designed AVM, the transfer of energy through the AVM is
unlikely to be a limiting factor
at many frequencies.
Equally
important are the airborne coupling paths and resonances within
the floated structure.
Only if
all these aspects are optimised
will the full potential of the
system be realised.
Digital Audio Editing and Recording
The development of a digital audio
editing system has progressed to
the stage where various editing
strategies have been demonstrated
using a Winchester magnetic disc
as the audio store.
Edits are
demonstrable with variable crossfade times (0 to 225 ms) and
packing densities of up to 16
edits per second continuously, for
a crossfade duration of 5 ms.
The edit point is at present
definable to an accuracy of lms,
about five times more precise than
is the case with conventional cuttape analogue audio edits.
The
audio is communicated to and from
the editor through an AES/EBU
Interface, together with associated
labels
carrying
copyright
information, cue information etc.,
in the 48 kHz sampling rate,
stereo format.
Demonstrations of the editing
system have been received with
enthusiasm by operational staff.

EXTERNAL SERVICES
Bush House nodernisation

replacement of PABX facilities.

Studios
The Centre Block 3rd and 4th Floor
Development,
incorporating
two
studios, one General Purpose, one
Talks, together with two Continuity suites is nearing completion.
The Continuity suites are equipped
with 'Tweed* desks manufactured to
BBC specification, one of which is
for the sole use of the Arabic
Service.

Building work on the new
extension has now started including the provision of gas, electrical and standby power services.
In addition to building work, the
project calls for a computer, the
provision of satellite reception
facilities, improvements to the MF
reception capability and complete
re-engineering of all other technical facilities for the monitoring operation.

A Stereo Editing Room facility, E4, has been provided within
the South-East Wing Studio complex.
This is the first purpose
built area of this kind in Bush
House.
Other Areas
The installation of line identification on chain distribution between Bush House and Rampisham,
based on out-of-band signalling
with coded tones employed in the
identification process, has been
completed along with a number of
improvements in office accommodation and a new Operational Training area.
Central Technical Area
Work has started on an Emergency
Control Room facility to be completed before work starts on the
main Control Room. Detailed planning of the latter is well advanced.
Transcription Recording Vehicle
Work is well advanced on a new
Transcription Recording
Vehicle
based on the mobile units provided
for the Domestic Services.
The
vehicle will incorporate a 48channel mixer provided by SSL and
is expected to be in service
during early spring 1986.
nonitoring
Phase I of the Caversham Modernisation has been completed with
the provision of temporary accommodation for decanting purposes,
rewiring of basement areas and

Berlin
Studio facilities at the West
Berlin Savignyplatz premises have
been totally refurbished and the
mixing desk was supplied to BBC
specification by Audix Limited on
a turnkey basis.
Crovsley Park
A spectrum monitoring system has
been developed, supplied by Rohde
and Schwartz to BBC specification,
and is undergoing trial at the
Crowsley Park Receiving Station.
This forms the prototype unit of a
field system design which can be
operated with minimum attendance
and collect data on floppy disk
for analysis by computer processors within the Frequency Management area at Bush House.
A
second steerable active
array designed by Research Department has now been installed at
Crowsley Park and is available for
operational use with dedicated
Racal
Communication
receivers.
This is giving good results where
selectivity
against
interfering
signals is necessary.
Planning permission is being
sought for four 11-metre satellite
receiving installations at Crowsley Park and monitoring work
continues on the 10 and 4.3-metre
dishes already installed.

Skelton B/Rampisham Replacement
The transfer of four 250 kW units
from Rampisham to Skelton A has

East Asian Relav Station (Hona
Kona. Tsana Tsui. New Territories)
Work has now started on this
development and contractors are
dealing with piling for the Transmitter Station building and the
aerial towers.
The station is
expected to be in service by the
autumn of 1987.

now been completed and four AEG
500 kW units installed and available for service at Rampisham. The
first of a further four Marconi
units
is undergoing
tests at
Rampisham.
The aerial programme at Rampisham, where a total of 34 HF curtain antennas will be available
for broadcast transmissions, has
suffered a number of setbacks
which
are now being overcome.
Four arrays are nearing completion
and it is anticipated that a total
of 11 curtains will be available
for scheduling at the end of this
year.

Indian Ocean Relay Station (Seychelles)
A site has been obtained for this
development which will include two
fully automatic transmitters (300
kW) and a complement of six wideband curtain arrays supported by
four steel lattice towers.
Outline design and site clearance has
been completed and work will start
later this year.
The station
should be in service by the end of
1987.

Satellite Feeds
All of the principal BBC HF Relay
Stations overseas are now fed by
satellite and the SSB transmissions at Rampisham and Daventry
were discontinued at the end of
March of this year.

CED-BBC Transfer
Some transmitter operations, presently handled by the Communications Engineering Department of
the
Foreign
and
Commonwealth
Office, are to be transferred to
the BBC.

Orfordness
Planning permission has now been
received for the development of
Orfordness as a major new HF stations to be run by the BBC.

New dormitory block at Wood Norton.
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ENGINEERING TRAINING
This year has been a very busy one
for the Department both in terms
of the training loads placed on us
and in responding to the significant changes in the statutory
progressions for Operators and
Trainee
Engineers
which
were
described in "Progress and Achievements 1984".
The total training load of the
Department was virtually the same
as the previous year with 10,089
trainee weeks provided by the
sections in total.
The load resulted in, on occasions, the use
of over 40 places in local hotels
in order to accommodate the extra
trainees.
Such high numbers
placed a considerable strain on
the infrastructure of the Department such as the Restaurant facility, administrative staff etc.,
as well as, of course, on the
training staff who were all very
heavily committed in providing the
ongoing training service as well
as developing the new course
progressions.
ETD still cannot satisfy the
high
demand
for
non-statutory
training: only about 10% of the
total Engineering Section effort
and 15% of Technical Operations
effort can be allocated in this
area, which although a slight
improvement on previous years is

very low when the rate and scale
of
technological
change
in
broadcasting technology is taken
into account.
The difficulty of recruiting
experienced staff has been alleviated somewhat by the regrading of
the lecturers' posts which has
made it financially more attractive for staff , particularly those
on P conditions of service, to
consider a post at ETD.
The second phase of the new
dormitory block is now complete
and the additional accommodation
provides a total of 305 single
bed/study rooms or 349 beds if the
44 bedrooms in A block are used as
doubles.
Engineering Consultancy have
been examining our Resource Allocation procedures and have developed
a
computerised
resource
allocation system for the effective and most economic use of our
facilities and manpower.
This
recent advance in resource allocation as well as our continuing
interest in providing packaged
learning systems, low cost videotape
training
and
on-station
training facilities, will ensure
that ETD is able to maintain a
cost-effective
and
efficient
training service for the BBC.

FINANCE
The Cor_wration's Home Services
ended the last 3-year licence fee
period on 31st March 1985 with a
final reserve of E15.4m.
This
improvement on the small deficit
previously forecast was due to
lower
Post
Office
collection
charges and a higher number of
colour licence fees in February
and March 1985. These additional
fees
could
have
contained
a
substantial number of early

renewals prompted by the pending
increase in the licence fee.
In 1984/85, Engineering Division underspent its E54m operating
budget by E400,000, about 0.7%.
Capital expenditure for the Home
Services was E99.5m and E12.5m for
the External Services. This total
of E112m is slightly down on the
previous year but the purchase of
Elstree was included in that year.

RADIO FOYLE

The new f lm centre in Londonderry for Radio Foyle was designed in-house by ACED. Facilities
include a technical suite comprising a central studio with two back-up cubicles on either side, a news inject
studio, news room, and apparatus room.
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THE NEW BROADCASTING CENTRE

The new Broadcasting Centre will be built on a 16-acre site at White City. The photograph shows the cleared
site, looking towards Television Centre.

Prepared by Engineering Publicity, EID
prlnted by OIXJ Eng~neertng
Tralnlng Dept.

